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Abstract— Recently, a Model Predictive Control
(MPC) suitable for closed-loop re-identification was
proposed ([1]). This strategy try to solve the potential
conflict between the persistent excitation of the sys-
tem - necessary to perform a suitable identification -
and the stabilizing control objectives. The main idea is
to extend the concept of equilibrium-point-stability to
the invariant-set-stability, and propose an MPC that:
steers the system to that invariant set, when outside,
and persistently excite the system, when inside. In this
work, an application of this MPC to a nonlinear poly-
merization reactor simulator is made to explore the
difficulties arising from the intention to approach real
life problems. Several scenarios are simulated in or-
der to clearly show the benefits and limitations of the
proposed MPC strategy.
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1. Introduction
Model predictive control (MPC) is typically imple-

mented as a lower stage of a hierarchical control struc-
ture. The upper level stages are devoted to compute, by
means of a stationary optimization, the targets that the dy-
namic control stage (MPC) should reach to economical-
ly optimize the operation of the process. Since both, the
dynamic and stationary optimizations are model based
optimizations, a periodic updating of the model param-
eters are desired to reach meaningful optimums. In this
context, a re-identification procedure should be devel-
oped in a closed-loop fashion, since the process cannot
be stopped each time an update is needed. As it is known,
the main problem of a closed-loop identification is that
the dynamic control objectives are incompatible with the
identification objectives. In fact, to perform a suitable
identification, a persistent excitation of the system modes
is needed, while the controller takes this excitation as dis-
turbance that it tries to reject from the output to stabilize
the system.

The closed-loop identification methods fall into the
following main groups ([2]). The direct approach ignores
the feedback law and identifies the open-loop system us-
ing measurements of the input and the output. The in-

direct approach identifies the closed-loop transfer func-
tion and determines the open-loop parameters subtract-
ing the controller dynamic. To do that, controller dynam-
ic must be linear and known. The joint input-output ap-
proach takes the input and output jointly, as the output
of a system produced by some extra input or set-point
signal. Since the last two methods needs the exact knowl-
edge of a linear controller, they are not directly applicable
for closed-loops under constrained MPC controllers.

Several strategies were developed to perform closed-
loop re-identification under MPC controllers: [3] pro-
posed a controller named Model Predictive Control and
Identification (MPCI) where a persistent excitation con-
dition is added by means of an additional constraints in
the optimization problem. This strategy, which was ex-
plored later in ([4]), turns the MPC optimization problem
non-convex, and so, most of the well-known properties of
the MPC formulation cannot be established. [5] proposed
a strategy that manipulates the steady state target opti-
mization (in the hierarchical MPC control structure) in
order to excite the system. This strategy does not modify
the MPC optimization problem structure, but the identi-
fication is performed on the whole closed-loop system.
[6] proposed a simpler closed-loop identification strate-
gy to estimate multivariable process gains directly from
on-line data. The control structure adopted to test the
proposed strategy is an LP-MPC control structure fre-
quently used in industrial applications. In general, none
of these reports have shown results regarding the stability
of the MPC while it is re-identifying the system. In this
work, based on the concept of stability of an invariant
set (as a generalization of an equilibrium point), a MPC
controller with a extended domain of attraction is pro-
posed, which assures both, stability and persistent exci-
tation conditions, in order to perform a safe closed-loop
re-identification.

Recently, [1] have proposed a novel MPC suitable for
re-identification. The main idea is to extend the con-
cept of equilibrium-point-stability to the invariant-set-
stability, and proposed an MPC that: steers the system
to that invariant set, when outside, and persistently excite
the system, when inside. The MPC problem formulation
is based on the concept of generalized distance from a
point (the state and input trajectory) to a set (target invari-
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ant set and input excitation set). So, it guaranties stability
of the target invariant set and also the persistent excitation
of the system, since both task are developed separately.

The idea of this work is to show the application and
to evaluate the practical benefits of the MPC suitable for
re-identification [1] in a styrene polymerization reactor.
This kind of application in a real complex system is not
trivial and many difficulties, not accounted in [1], arise,
as can be seen next.

Notation: Matrices In ∈ Rn×n and 0n,m ∈ Rn×m

denote the identity matrix and the null matrix, respec-
tively. A C-set is a convex and compact set that contains
the origin. A proper C-set is a C-set that contains the
origin as an interior point. Consider two sets U ⊆ Rn

and V ⊆ Rn, containing the origin, and a real num-
ber λ. The Minkowski sum U ⊕ V ⊆ Rn is defined by
U ⊕V = {(u+ v) : u ∈ U , v ∈ V}; the set (U\V) ⊆ Rn

is defined by U\V = {u : u ∈ U ∧ u /∈ V}; and the set
λU = {λu : u ∈ U} is a scaled set of U .

2. Problem statement and preliminaries
Consider a system described by a linear time-invariant

discrete-time model

x+ = Ax+Bu (1)
y = Cx (2)

where x ∈ IRn is the system state, x+ is the successor
state, u ∈ IRm is the current control, and y ∈ IRp is the
system output. The state, the control input and the output
at discrete-time instant k are denoted as x(k), u(k) and
y(k), respectively. The solution of model (1), for a giv-
en sequence of control inputs u = {u(0), · · · , u(j − 1)}
and an initial state x is denoted as: x(j) = φ(j;x,u) =

Ajx(0) +
∑j−1

i=0 A
j−i+1Bu(i), j ∈ I≥1.

The system is subject to constraints on state and input:

(x(k), u(k)) ∈ Z ∆
= (X × U) ⊂ Rn+m

for all k ≥ 0, where X ⊂ Rn and U ⊂ Rm. It is assumed
that:

Assumption 1. Matrix A has all its eigenvalues strict-
ly inside the unit circle, the pair (A,B) is controllable
and the state is measured at each discrete-time instant.
Furthermore, the set X is convex and closed, the set U is
convex and compact and both contain the origin in their
interior.with λ ∈ [0, 1).

The main objective of this work is to show the appli-
cation of an MPC controller suitable for closed-loop re-
identification in a styrene polymerization reactor , ensur-
ing at the same time a generalized stability. The proposed
controller has two modes; when no identification is need-
ed, the controller will maintain the closed-loop stability
of a desired equilibrium set (zone control). When a re-
identification of the model is needed, the controller main-
tain the closed-loop stability of an (appropriate defined)
invariant set, and once the system is inside the invariant
set, a persistent excitation signal is applied.

3. The MPC suitable for closed-loop
re-identification

In this section we briefly described the MPC formula-
tion presented in [1]. As was already said, the main idea
of that work is to extend the concept of equilibrium-point-
stability to the invariant-set-stability, and to propose an
MPC that: steers the system to that invariant set, when
outside, and persistently excite the system, when inside.
In this context, and before proceed with the MPC formu-
lation, we describe the main sets involved in the formula-
tion.

3.1. Description of the main sets involved in the
formulation

As it is known, in order to estimate a model from mea-
sured input and output data, each (controllable) mode of
the system must be excited. To do that, the excitation in-
put signal should contain enough variability. This prop-
erty is generally indicated by the notion of persistency of
excitation ([7]). So, we can define now a persistent exci-
tation (PE) sequence, uPE = {uPE(0), · · · , uPE(Tid)},
uPE(j) ∈ Rm, for j ∈ I0:Tid

, where Tid is the length of
the data necessary to perform a suitable identification.

The PE input might be of several forms, going from
a Pseudo-Random Binary Signal (PRBS) signal to a Fil-
tered Pseudo Gaussian White Noise Signal, but should be
bounded (since unbounded input signal has not physical
meaning). Then, we can define a compact excitation input
set where the PE sequence will be contained.

Definition 1. (Excitation input set, EIS). An input prop-
er C-set U t ⊂ U , which contains the persistent excitation
sequence PE, i.e., uPE(j) ∈ U t, for j ∈ I0:Tid

, will be
denoted as excitation input set.

The EIS set U t defines a set Zt ∆
= (X × U t) ⊂ Rn+m

in the state-input space. Notice that the EIS set (volume)
comes from reality, since in real plants the noise in the
variables determines a minimal amplitude for the input
excitation. Now, the bounded nature of the EIS set U t

and the random nature of the persistent excitation input
defines an autonomous system given by:

x+ = Ax+BuPE
∆
= fPE(x), (3)

where uPE ∈ U t are the inputs of the persistent excita-
tion sequence uPE . With these concepts in mind we can
now define:

Definition 2. (λ-Invariant set for identification, λ-ISI)
A proper C-set X t ⊆ X is a λ-invariant set for iden-
tification, with λ ∈ [0, 1], for the non autonomous sys-
tem x+ = Ax + Bu, (x, u) ∈ Zt, if x ∈ X t implies
x+ ∈ λX t, for all u ∈ U t.

A λ-ISI set with λ = 1 is simply an ISI set. Clearly,
an ISI set definition is a robust invariant set definition
adapted to identification requirements. So, we can define
the smallest ISI set, for a given system, which is given by
the minimal ISI set ([8]): X t =

⊕∞
i=0(AiBU t).
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3.2. MPC problem formulations
The MPC problem formulation is based on the concept

of generalized distance from a point (the state and input
trajectory) to a set (target invariant set and input excita-
tion set). So, it guaranties stability of the target invariant
set and also the persistent excitation of the system, since
both task are developed separately.

The complete MPC strategy proposed in [1] has two
modes: one that operates when no re-identification is
nedeed, and is defined as MPC for tracking control
equilibrium sets, and other, that operates when re-
identification is nedeed, which is defined as MPC suit-
able for re-identification.

3.2.1. First mode

The first of this controllers cost is formulated follow-
ing a similar strategy to the proposed in [9, 10], usually
known as zone control:

V CES
N (x,X t

ss;u) =
N−1∑
j=0

(‖x(j), xss‖2Q

+ ‖u(j), uss‖2R) + γdX t
ss

(x(ss)),

whereQ > 0 andR ≥ 0 are penalization matrices, γ > 0
is a real number, dX t

ss
(x(ss)) is the generalized distance

function (from xss to X t
ss), X t

ss is a control equilibrium
set and N is the control horizon. Furthermore, the state
xss ∈ X ss = GBU represents the stationary value
corresponding to uss. For any current state x ∈ X , the
optimization problem PCES

N (x,X t
ss) to be solved is

given by:

Problem PCES
N (x,X t

ss)

mı́n
u

V CES
N (x,X t

ss;u)

s.t.
x(0) = x,
x(j + 1) = Ax(j) +Bu(j), j ∈ I0:N−1

x(j) ∈ X , u(j) ∈ U , j ∈ I0:N−1

u(j) = uss, j ∈ IN−1:∞
xss = GBuss.

In this optimization problem, x and X t
ss are the parame-

ters, while the sequence u = {u(0), · · · , u(N − 1)} and
xss, uss, are the optimization variables. The control law,
derived from the application of a receding horizon policy,
is given by κN (x,X t

ss) = u0(0;x), where u0(0;x) is the
first element of the solution sequence u0(x).

Now it can be established the following Theorem:

Theorem 1. Consider that assumptions 1 hold, and con-
sider a given a control equilibrium set X t

ss = GBU t ⊆
X , with an associated input set U t. Then, X t

ss is an
equilibrium set for the closed-loop system x+ = Ax +
BκN (x,X t

ss). Furthermore, X t
ss is locally attractive for

the closed-loop system x+ = Ax+BκN (x,X t
ss), with a

domain of attraction given by X .

Demostración. The proof can be seen in [9, 10].

3.2.2. Second mode

The second controller (MPC suitable for re-
identification) has a cost given by:

V EXC
N (x,X t,uPE , k;u) = (1− ρ(x))V ISI

N (x,X t;u)

+ ρ(x)‖u(0)− uPE(k)‖,

where ρ(x) = 1 if x ∈ X t, and ρ(x) = 0, otherwise.
Furthermore, V ISI

N (x,X t;u) is given by:

V ISI
N (x,X t;u) =

N−1∑
j=0

(αdX t(x(j)) + βdUt(u(j)))

+ dterX t (x(N)).

where α and β are positive real numbers, dX (x) is a gen-
eralized distance from point x to set X and dterX t (·) is a
terminal cost function defined on X ter, which is the ter-
minal set where the terminal state x(N) is forced to be-
long.

For any initial state x in the N -step controllable set
to X ter (XN (X ter)), at a given time step k, the opti-
mization problem PEXC

N (x,X t,uPE , k), to be solved at
each time instant k, is given by:

Problem PEXC
N (x,X t,uPE , k)

mı́n
u

V EXC
N (x,X t,uPE , k;u)

s.t.
x(0) = x,
x(j + 1) = Ax(j) +Bu(j), j ∈ I0:N−1

x(j) ∈ X , u(j) ∈ U , j ∈ I0:N−1

x(N) ∈ X ter

The controller derived from this formulation assures the
convergence of the closed-loop system to the λ-ISI set
X t, and once the system is there, the persistent excitation
of the system is performed. The following Theorem for-
malizes the properties of the proposed MPC controller:

Theorem 2. Consider that assumption 1 holds, and con-
sider an ISI set X t and a persistent excitation sequence
uPE contained in the EIS set U t. Then, for any ini-
tial state x ∈ X t, the system controlled by the reced-
ing horizon MPC control law κN (x,X t) = u0(0;x),
will be persistently excited inside X t (i.e, x+ = Ax +
BκN (x,X t) = fPE(x)). Furthermore, for any initial
state x ∈ XN (X ter)\X t, the closed-loop converges to
X t.

Demostración. The proof can be seen in [1]

3.3. Operation of the loop
Based on the above discussion, the MPC controller op-

eration will be presented.
(1) Control operation mode: in this mode no re-
identification is needed, and the MPC for track-
ing control equilibrium sets is implemented (Problem
PCES
N (x,X t

ss)), and
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(2) Re-identification operation mode: this mode is acti-
vated only when there is a suspect that the model is not
working properly, and a re-identification is needed. In this
mode the persistent excitation MPC is used (Problem
PEXC
N (x,X t,uPE , k)).

3.4. Model mismatch
It should be noticed that the ISI target set X t, which

is a parameter of the MPC optimization cost, depends on
the model. Since the excitation scenario is precisely giv-
en when we suspect that the current model is no longer
accurate, a discussion about the effect of the model mis-
match on the computation of X t is needed. Next, a robust
ISI sets X t designs will be presented.

3.4.1. Parametric uncertainty

Consider a system given by

x+ = A(w)x+B(w)u, y = C(w)x, (4)

where A(w) and B(w) are affine functions of w, i.e.,
A(w) = A+Āw, B(w) = B+B̄w andw belongs to the
proper C-setW ⊂ R. Furthermore, assume that the Nom-
inal model is given by x+ = A(wN = 0)x + B(wN =
0)u = Ax + Bu, and the unknown Real model, is given
by x+ = A(wR)x + B(wR)u, for some wR ∈ W . In
this context, there is a minimal ISI set X t(w) associat-
ed to each particular model. Now, consider the following
Theorem:

Theorem 3. Consider a λ-ISI set X t(w = 0), λ ∈ [0, 1),
for x+ = Ax + Bu, (x, u) ∈ Zt. Then, there exists a
non-empty setW ⊂ R for which the set X t(w = 0) is an
ISI set for x+ = A(w)x + B(w)u, (x, u) ∈ Zt, for all
w ∈ W .

Demostración. The proof can be seen in [1].

4. The styrene polymerization reactor

The polymerization reactor is usually the heart of the
polymer production process and its operation may be dif-
ficult as it involves exothermic reactions, unknown reac-
tion kinetics and high viscosity [11]. Most styrene poly-
mers are produced through batch or continuous poly-
merization processes. The present work considers the
free-radical bulk and solution styrene polymerization in
a jacketed CSTR. The CSTR has three feed streams:
the pure styrene monomer, the 2,2’-azoisobutyronitrile
(AIBN) initiator dissolved in benzene, and the pure ben-
zene solvent. The exit stream contains polymer, un-
reacted monomer, initiator, and solvent. The kinetic
mechanism used for this homopolymerization process is
quite general and is described in [12]: Furthermore, [13]
and [14] developed a phenomenological model - based
on a list of consideration that can be seen in these works
- for the styrene reactor, that was the one used in [11].
The phenomenological model of this styrene reactor was
first published in 1990 and, since then, it has been widely
used as a benchmark for process control studies In [11],
the aim is to optimize on-line the production rate using

a hierarchical structure. The real time optimization is de-
veloped in the upper stage and an intermediary routine
recalculates the optimizing targets which are sent to the
MPC controller. These stages are tied together and one
needs to guarantee the stability of the complete control
structure. The definition and values of the parameters and
variables involved in the phenomenological model can be
found in [11], that was the work we based on to apply the
MPC controller.

4.1. Linear Models for predictions
Here, the average molecular weight M̄W and the reac-

tor temperature T are defined as the controlled outputs.
As on-line measurements of M̄W are rarely available, the
polymer intrinsic viscosity η is used instead. For control-
ling y1 = η and y2 = T , the controller manipulates the
initiator flowrate (u1 = Qi) and the liquid flow rate of
the cooling jacket (u2 = Qc) because of the adequate
sensitivity of the process outputs to these variables. The
remaining inlet flowrates Qs and Qm are related to Qi

by ratio control. So as to improve the performance of the
controller, the ratio between the initiator flow rate Qi and
monomer flow rate Qm is maintained fixed, then:

Qm =
Q̄m

Q̄i
Qi (5)

where Q̄m and Q̄I are the nominal values of Qm and Qi,
respectively. On the other hand, the solvent volume frac-
tion should be maintained at 0.6 to avoid the gel effect
[13], then a control law for the solvent flow rate is imple-
mented as:

Qs = 1,5Qm −Qi (6)

The control structure considered for the styrene reactor
requires linear models. The nominal model used for pre-
diction is the following state space model:

A =

 0,9090 −0,1206 −0,0378
−0,1196 0,5992 −0,1527
0,0397 −0,0392 0,8373

 , (7)

B =

 −3,9153 0,9745
2,0845 −1,3483
1,0877 1,0609

 , (8)

C =

[
1,5359 2,3478 −0,5689
−3,6469 −2,6701 −1,6449

]
, (9)

D =

[
0,0499 3,0581
−1,0722 1,1369

]
, (10)

This model relates process inputs and outputs that was
obtained at the nominal operating point u1

ss and y1
ss pre-

sented in the next section.

5. Simulation results

In this section some simulations results will be present-
ed, to evaluate the proposed control strategy in the de-
scribed polymerization reactor. The operating points are
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Figura 1: State evolution corresponding to several initial
states.

assumed to be known (they come form an upper-level
RTO optimization problem) and two scenarios will be
simulated.

5.1. Nominal case

First, we assume an operating point given by u1
ss =

[0,030 0,131] and y1
ss = [3,8968 323,56]. For this op-

erating point, (7) to (10) is used as a nominal mod-
el of the MPC. The state and input constraints (that
was centered at the operating point), X and U , are
given by [−10 − 10 − 10]

T ≤ x ≤ [10 10 10]
T ,

[−0,015 − 0,051]
T ≤ u ≤ [0,04 0,119]

T , respective-
ly. The excitation input set (EIS), U t, has been selected
to be [−0,0060 − 0,0204]

T ≤ u ≤ [ 0,0160 0,0476]
T ,

while the persistent excitation signal was selected to be
a Pseudo Random Binary Signal (PRBS). The λ-ISI set,
X t, was computed according to U t. Figure 1 shows the
relation between the feasible state space X (in light yel-
low) and the invariant set for identification (ISI) X t (in
red).

The performed simulations were designed to show the
Re-identification operation mode of the controller. As can
be seen in Figure 1, every (feasible) state in X\X t is
steered to the target set X t, and once the system is inside
this set, the exciting procedure is activated.

Figure 2, 3 and 4 shows the input, outputs and cost
function time evolutions respectively. Notice that there
are two clear modes: first, from time k = 0 to time k = 6,
the system is steered to the ISI set, with a decreasing cost
function. Then, from time k = 6 on, the cost function
remains null, which corresponds to a persistent excitation
determined by the signal uPE . Notice also, that the inputs
are on the bounds in the first time periods, because the
controller tries to do the best for the system to reach the
target. Furthermore, after time k = 6, the input remain

Figura 2: Input evolution.

Figura 3: Output evolution.

inside the EIS set U t, denoted by two dotted-lines.

5.2. Model-mismatch case

In this section a simulation result is presented to eval-
uate the proposed control strategy in a model uncertain-
ty scenario. To this end, the operation point of the sys-
tem was change - based on the work of [11] - to u2

ss =
[0,0330 0,1245] and y2

ss = [3,7621 324,66], having the
MPC a linear model that not correctly represents the dy-
namic of the system at the new operation point. The con-
straints and the EIS set remain unmodified respect to the
previous section, although the was centered at the new
operating point. The excitation procedure begins once
the system is inside the ISI set, whit an excitation signal
(PRBS) centered at the new operating point, with a varia-
tion of 20 % around it. The trajectory of the system going
from the original to the new operating point is guided by
the MPC in the control operation mode (which is a clas-
sic MPC zone controller), and it is not shown for brevi-
ty. To preform the identification, the subspace identifica-
tion technique [15] is used. The linear state space mod-
el obtained by this identification reaches a FIT of 80 %
about both outputs of the system. Two points should be

Figura 4: Cost evolution.
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Figura 5: State evolution corresponding to a re-
identification mode under a perturbation

remarked at this stage: first, in Figure 5 can be observed
that while the excitation procedure is performed, the state
trajectory do not leave the nominal ISI set (that was com-
puted based on the original linear system). Second, if we
inject a disturbance in y2

ss, at time k=40, that steers the
state out of the ISI set, the MPC in the Re-identification
operation mode aborts the identification procedure and
guide the state back to ISI set. Then, once the system is
again in the target ISI set, the identification procedure is
resumed.

6. Conclusions

In this work, some results of an Application of
Model predictive control suitable for closed loop re-
identification to a polymerization reactor was presented.
The proposed MPC guarantees persistent excitation when
the system is inside a target region and guarantees recur-
sive feasibility and closed-loop stability to this target re-
gion when the system is outside.

The key concept to mixture these two opposite objec-
tives is the concept of attractivity of a robust invariant set,
inside which the excitation of the system can be made.

From a practical point of view, a main advantage of the
method is that the identification procedure can be made as
in open-loop fashion, since once the system is inside the
target region, no control actions affect the system. Future
research clearly includes the study of the relation between
the invariant target region and the exciting input set, in
order to obtain a less conservative formulation.
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